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The United States is being confronted with the liabilities of its strength. Competitors are contesting the rules of the international system and U.S. leadership. With the significant costs of engaging the United States in combat, and the growing range of indirect and non-military tools at their disposal, rivals are finding avenues for threatening U.S. interests without triggering escalation. Their coercive tools range the spectrum of fake news and online troll farms to terrorist financing and paramilitary provocations. Such approaches lie in the contested arena somewhere between routine statecraft and open warfare—the “gray zone.”

**Gray-Zone Challengers**

Four countries conduct the lion’s share of state-based gray-zone operations against the United States, its interests, and its allies and partners:

1. China
2. Russia
3. Iran
4. North Korea

Of these actors, China is the most concerning, followed by Russia, given the breadth and quality of each state’s toolkit and their relative potential effects on U.S. interests.

**The Gray Zone Toolkit**

These challengers primarily use the following coercive tools in their gray zone toolkits:

1. Information operations and disinformation
2. Political coercion
3. Economic coercion
4. Cyber operations
5. Space operations
6. Proxy support
7. Provocation by state-controlled forces

**Countering the Gray Zone Challenge: Mission Objectives**

A dynamic campaign approach can drive competitive U.S. strategy in the face of gray zone challenges. The plan must incorporate the following mission objectives:

1. Gain advantages in gray zone competition that bolster U.S. national security interests.
2. Undermine competitors’ tactics, from deterrence to effective campaigning to crisis response.

**Principles and Priorities**

Even as the United States campaigns in the gray zone, it should do so in accordance with its principles. U.S. laws and values are fundamentally strategic advantages in the competitions the country faces.

Campaign planning should focus on three priority lines of effort, defined by U.S. vital interests.

1. Protect U.S. constitutional tenets and the U.S. way of life;
2. Promote the nation’s economic vitality; and
3. Advance U.S. influence
INTEGRATED FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following imperatives are among those that shape the U.S. government’s campaign plan for the gray zone:

Outpace Competitor Intelligence Capabilities
- Develop an intelligence-based understanding of foreign actors’ motivations, psychologies, and societal and geopolitical contexts
- Maintain necessary inputs for innovation
- Deploy iterative feedback mechanisms for policymakers to keep up with competitors
- Leverage artificial intelligence to identify patterns and infer competitors’ intent

Build and Synchronize Employment of Multidimensional U.S. Power
- Diversify strategic focus across public and private sectors in both domestic- and foreign-facing arenas
- Expedite decisionmaking processes to gain a critical advantage before and during crises
- Clearly signal foreign policy to facilitate assurance and deterrence and promote dialogue and de-escalation

Deploy Information and Narrative-Building in Service of Statecraft
- Promote a narrative of transparency, truthfulness, liberal values, and democracy
- Implement a compelling narrative via effective mechanisms of communication
- Continually reassess U.S. messages, mechanisms, and audiences over time
- Counteract efforts to manipulate media, undermine free markets, and suppress political freedoms via public diplomacy

Match Punitive Tools with Third Party Inducements
- Revitalize the Department of State to promote diplomacy
- Strengthen alliances
- Bring private sector and civil society into accord on U.S. interests
- Attract U.S. business and potential partners overseas using positive tools of economic statecraft

Develop Robust Anticipatory Repertoires of Conduct for Cyber Operations
- Establish a set of norms for cyber policy that accounts for the domain’s evolving complexity
- Create a code of conduct for both offensive and defensive operations to avoid ad hoc decisionmaking
- Ensure that U.S. government authorities, policies, and organizations keep pace with rapidly evolving cyber capabilities
1 INTRODUCTION
The United States and its allies are being confronted with the liabilities of their strengths. Because U.S. supremacy at the conventional and strategic levels of military conflict remains unsurpassed, and the U.S.-led international state system still structures global diplomacy, law, and commerce, competitors are using alternative approaches to achieve their aims. Such approaches are somewhere between routine statecraft and open warfare. Some scholars and practitioners refer to this contested arena between peace and war as the “gray zone.”

A range of actors are using gray zone approaches to achieve their strategic ends. Most worrisome for the United States are the actions of China and Russia, nuclear-armed competitors with the potential to substantially escalate violence. To extend its regional dominance, China dredged the ocean floor and created artificial islands for use as military bases, asserting de facto, extra-legal control over the South China Sea. To subvert post-Cold War transatlantic security, Russia engages in disinformation campaigns over social media platforms, sowing political and social division in rival states. These are merely examples of some of the gray zone methods each employs.

The gray zone actions of Iran and North Korea also merit attention. Iran is determined to destabilize the Middle East to its own benefit and does so through the use of plausibly deniable proxy forces in countries including but not limited to Lebanon, Syria, and Iraq. To ensure the continued dominance of the Kim family over domestic politics, the regime in North Korea has shown a willingness to conduct damaging cyber operations. Such tactics have galvanized significant attention from the U.S. public and political and military leadership. Both the 2017 National Security Strategy and 2018 National Defense Strategy call attention to the challenge set:

In addition, adversaries and competitors became adept at operating below the threshold of open military conflict and at the edges of international law... Such actions are calculated to achieve maximum effect without provoking a direct military response from the United States. And as these incremental gains are realized, over time, a new status quo emerges.

-National Security Strategy, 27–28

Both revisionist powers and rogue regimes are competing across all dimensions of power. They have increased efforts short of armed conflict by expanding coercion to new fronts, violating principles of sovereignty, exploiting ambiguity, and deliberately blurring the lines between civil and military goals.

-National Defense Strategy, 2

Adversaries’ use of gray zone tactics has contributed to regional instability and a “weakening [of the] post-WWII international order.” Washington’s failure to adapt has allowed competitors to exploit the order’s benefits while undercutting its principles and rules. Despite this high-level recognition of the gray zone challenge, U.S. policymakers have yet to articulate a comprehensive approach.

A concrete and actionable campaign plan is needed to deal with the gray zone challenge. Such a plan should: (1) develop a clear assessment of the global threats and opportunities posed by gray zone activities, (2) lay out specific actions the United States should take to compete in the gray zone when necessary, and (3) ultimately deter adversaries from using gray zone tactics.

Previous analyses have typically focused on individual challengers, such as China, Russia, or Iran, or particular functional challenges, such as paramilitary approaches or disinformation. Far less analysis exists to assess how the United States can more systematically address this broad challenge set. If the United States is to engage seriously in gray zone competition, it will need to identify and employ a broad spectrum of its considerable national power. It is time to identify the needed tools and concepts for their integrated employment—a campaign plan—that U.S. policymakers could use to deter and, if needed, to compete and win contestations in the gray zone.
DEFINITIONS

The CSIS study team has elected to represent the full scope of its inquiry in its use of the term “gray zone.” National security practitioners, diplomats, military leaders, allies, and academics have used a host of terms to describe all or parts of the challenge set that exist below the threshold of conventional military conflict. A partial list of such terms includes irregular warfare, soft power and sharp power, hybrid warfare, active measures, political warfare, competition, strategic competition, and gray area or gray zone approaches.9

The lack of consensus around terminology is unsurprising: The strategies and operations present in the space between peace and war are intentionally ambiguous, meant to defy easy categorization and therefore also effective responses. Preferred terminology is ultimately a secondary issue, however, and extended labeling debates can delay needed action. Regardless of the lexicon, a growing body of work describes a similar set of phenomena, including the following:

“[A] deliberate policy choice to undermine a rival or achieve other explicitly political objectives by means other than routine diplomacy or all-out war” that “consists of the intentional use of one or more of the implementors of power (diplomatic, information, military, and economic) to affect the political composition or decision-making within a state. Political warfare is often—but not necessarily—carried out covertly but must be carried out outside the context of traditional war.”10

“A form of conflict that: Pursues political objectives through integrated campaigns; Employs mostly non-military or nonkinetic tools; Strives to remain under key escalatory or red line thresholds to avoid outright conventional conflict, and; Moves gradually toward its objectives rather than seeking conclusive results in a relatively limited period of time.”11

“[U]nique combinations of influence, intimidation, coercion, and aggression to incrementally crowd our effective resistance, establish local or regional advantages, and manipulate risk perceptions in their favor.”12

“[A]n approach to international affairs that typically involves efforts at censorship or the use of manipulation to sap the integrity of independent institutions . . . allowing authoritarian regimes both to limit free expression and to distort political environments in democracies . . . .”13

The CSIS study team sees strong commonality across these definitions. Five common elements stand out:

1. **Bounded Thresholds**: There is an observable set of activities that are more threatening than statecraft but do not involve direct military combat between principal parties.14 While precise and universal parameters are difficult to define, gray zone tactics seek primarily to avoid escalatory tripwires. The actor that uses gray zone tools might aim to accrue gains slowly, potentially accruing the kind of improved positions previously acquired only in battle. The actor might instead engage in violence but only through proxies or other means of obfuscation intended to remain below a rival’s escalatory bar.

2. **(Veiled) Intentionality Toward a Security Objective**: An actor uses gray zone tactics in pursuit of security goals. Sometimes the security goal is clear, such as with China’s militarization of reclaimed land in the South China Sea. Often, however, the link between the tactic and its security aim is veiled. This is particularly notable in the economic and information realms. Economic coercion, for example, might be intended to affect purely economic interests, or it may be used to undermine an adversary’s international leverage.15

3. **Multidimensional Toolkits**: The means for undertaking gray zone activity spans a rival’s capabilities and is limited only by the bounded thresholds outlined above, not by traditional legal and functional categories. Use of the full spectrum of state power also reinforces the ability to conceal intentions. For example, some rivals work with non-state or quasi-state entities that exhibit hybrid characteristics...
that marry military capability with ambiguous legal connections to the government. Others pursue coercive energy and economic strategies.

4. **(Dis)Information Operations**: Notable in the multidimensional toolkit of gray zone efforts is the inclusion of information and disinformation operations. These types of operations are meant to both bolster the narrative of the state using these types of tools and foment social and political instability in target countries.

5. **Public- and Private-SectorDomains**: Boundaries between the public and private domain are blurred in the gray zone. States frequently use state-owned or state-affiliated enterprises as covers for activities, leverage private entities to evade state authority, or target private companies to undermine political processes and hold citizens at direct risk.

Accounting for these commonalities, and relying on its own research in this field, the study team at CSIS defines gray zone challenges as:

An effort or series of efforts intended to advance one’s security objectives at the expense of a rival using means beyond those associated with routine statecraft and below means associated with direct military conflict between rivals. In engaging in a gray zone approach, an actor seeks to avoid crossing a threshold that results in open war.

**STUDY OVERVIEW**

This project builds upon and synthesizes the extensive literature describing gray zone threats. It provides policymakers with a recommended campaign plan to compete against and counter gray zone challenges. By doing so, it provides a basis for the development of more detailed planning efforts against specific threat vectors and along traditional functional national security lines.

The CSIS study team analyzed the activities of four actors—China, Russia, Iran, and North Korea—across seven gray zone tools. Those tools were categorized as follows:

1. Information Operations and Disinformation;
2. Political Coercion;
3. Economic Coercion
4. Cyber Operations;
5. Space Operations;
6. Proxy Support; and
7. Provocation by State-Controlled Forces.

The study team then analyzed the effectiveness of U.S. responses to the threats posed under each tool as generated by the respective countries. The data collected was qualitative in nature and derived from print sources, including government documents, news items, histories, and academic studies. Country data for every tool was each ranked by two independent coders. Differences in coding were then adjudicated between coders and validated by the research group as a whole and the principal investigators. The gray zone competitor and U.S. response analysis helped develop a picture of current U.S. strengths, weaknesses, and gaps in the gray zone and informed the prioritization of issues for the culminating campaign plan.

The next chapter will report the findings of the CSIS study team’s research on contemporary gray zone challenges and its expectations for gray zone competition over the next 10 years. The third chapter presents the campaign plan. The fourth chapter explores follow-on measures necessary for implementing the campaign plan.
2 THE CHALLENGE
To inform the design of a campaign plan for gray zone operations, CSIS conducted a 12-month study of contemporary trend lines in the use of gray zone tactics against the United States and its allies. The study group surfaced a variety of activities, measuring them by frequency and level of threat posed. Researchers also evaluated U.S. responses to date. This chapter describes the environment for gray zone activities and the range of those activities being conducted by challenger states and identifies significant gaps in the U.S. approach to the gray zone.

THE ENVIRONMENT

Gray zone challenges are not new. Their prevalence and importance to U.S. security, however, are more significant today than at any time since the end of the Cold War. Numerous trends in the international environment are contributing to the heightened status of gray zone tactics. Among the most salient trends are the disequilibrium in the international system and the discontinuities in domestic politics around the world, including in the United States. Scholars see a drift away from democracy in many pivotal nations and warn especially of “executive aggrandizement and strategic electoral manipulation.” This more permissive environment has meant that authoritarian and mixed regimes are experiencing a kind of renaissance. A vanguard of countries are also willing to challenge democratic values around the world, complicating cooperation on the international stage and opening avenues for exploitation of the gray zone.

The United States is one of the countries vulnerable to such exploitation. In its most recent annual index, Freedom House tracked a decline in U.S. “political rights and civil liberties” that began eight years ago, with a precipitous drop noted in 2017. It still assesses the United States as solidly free but notes the following:

The pillars of freedom have come under attack here in the United States. The United States has already been weakened by declines in the rule of law, the conduct of elections, and safeguards against corruption, among other important indicators measured by Freedom in the World. The current overall U.S. score puts American democracy closer to struggling counterparts like Croatia than to traditional peers such as Germany or the United Kingdom.

In this broad context, rivals have the means, motive, and opportunity to use gray zone tactics to their advantage.

Means: The diffusion of technology, especially relating to space, cyber, and information, has put the means of sub-threshold coercion into the hands of more actors in more regions.

Motive: Actors seeking security advantages over their rivals are generally deterred from escalating competition over known thresholds because of the significant conventional and nuclear power extant in key states, including the United States, Russia, and China. Competitors also feel constrained by the U.S.-led order, perceiving limited relative gains from routine statecraft.

Opportunity: As power and resources are redistributed among global and regional actors, and as rules and norms are absent, contested, or unenforced, actors find opportunities to take advantage of the contemporary ambiguity in the international system. Domestic divisions and distractions in many contemporary democracies, including the United States, are ripe for sowing discord and inaction.

The increased saliency of gray zone tactics thus results from dynamism in the international strategic environment, which itself relates to the diffusion of technology and power and dissatisfaction with the constraints of the current order. For regimes that approach the status of major regional actors, the temptation of the gray zone is that it may help them vault into the club of globally pivotal states. The vulnerabilities inherent to open societies coupled with U.S. dependence on many modern technologies also give adversaries opportuni-
ties to make steady gains against the United States and its allies, partners, and interests.

**GRAY ZONE CHALLENGES AND CHALLENGERS**

In the course of surveying contemporary state-based gray zone challenges, the CSIS study group found that four countries conduct the lion’s share of concerning activities. China, Russia, Iran, and North Korea all leverage gray zone tools, either directly against the United States or against U.S. allies, partners, and interests to varying degrees of success. Of these actors, China is the most concerning, followed by Russia, given the breadth and quality of each state’s toolkit and their relative potential effects on U.S. interests. The coercive tools used by these gray zone competitors range the spectrum of fake news and online troll farms to terrorist financing and paramilitary provocations below the threshold of conventional war.

The gray zone toolkit analyzed in this study examines seven main areas of coercive activity.

**The Gray Zone Toolkit**

*Information Operations and Disinformation:* Use of social media and other outlets, in addition to traditional efforts, to bolster the narrative of the state through propaganda and to sow doubt, dissent, and disinformation in foreign countries.

*Political Coercion:* Use of coercive instruments to affect the political composition or decisionmaking within a state. The tools to achieve such outcomes can be licit or illicit.

*Economic Coercion:* Use of coercive economic instruments (e.g., illicit finance or energy coercion) to achieve economic goals or cause economic harm to an adversary.

*Cyber Operations:* Use of hacking, viruses, or other methods to conduct information warfare, cause physical damage, disrupt political processes, punish economic competitors, or commit other malicious acts in cyberspace.

*Space Operations:* Disrupting competitors’ normal space activities and space-enabled services by interfering with the equipment itself, communications to or from space, or the data or effects provided by space systems.

*Proxy Support:* Direct or indirect use of non-state and parastate groups to carry out militarized intimidation or control territory to exert influence or achieve specific security or political outcomes.

*Provocation by State-Controlled Forces:* Use of non-military or paramilitary forces with direct lines of funding or communication to the state to achieve state interest without the formal use of force. This category includes covert and clandestine activities.

The CSIS study team found that all four states it examined deploy these seven gray zone tools against the United States and its allies, partners, and interests in some form. As noted above, the countries pose different levels of threat across the range of tools, experiencing more success against the United States in areas where each has a competitive advantage or where the United States lacks the capability or will to counter the threat. In turn, the United States counters threats with varied intensity, leading to mixed results that highlight strengths, weaknesses, and gaps in the U.S. gray zone approach. The following sections provide a summary net assessment of the gray zone challenges from the four primary countries of interest, assessed against the capabilities and response to date from the United States.

**China**

China aggressively and effectively employs many gray zone tactics. Its most effective are provocation by state-controlled forces, economic coercion, cyber operations, and space operations.

The most prominent element of China’s gray zone campaign is its island-building activities. Since 2013, China has engaged in the dredging and artificial island-building in the Spratly Islands—creating 3,200 acres of new land—and building outposts throughout the Paracel Islands. The Chinese rely on both the Chinese Coast Guard and the People’s Armed Forces Maritime Militia (PAFMM) to enforce such activities. At least in regard to the Spratly Islands, China has turned some islands into military bases, “complete with radar domes, shelters for surface-to-air missiles and a runway long enough for fighter jets.” According to Admiral Philip S. Davidson, this militarization means that, “China is now capable of controlling the South China Sea in all scenarios short of war with the United States.” In recent years, the United States has stepped up its freedom of navigation operations in the region, alongside continued efforts to improve diplomatic and defense relationships with territorial claimants at odds with China.
China’s economic coercion includes President Xi Jinping’s signature economic and foreign policy project, the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). Although the BRI enhances China’s trade connectivity and reduces China’s surplus domestic industrial capacity, China uses its economic leverage to shape other countries’ interests and to “deter confrontation or criticism of China’s approach to or stance on sensitive issues.” Moreover, there are questions as to whether BRI’s “debt-trap diplomacy” creates opportunities for China to introduce military forces into their acquired assets.

Alongside the development of BRI has been China’s Digital Silk Road initiative, which involves bringing technological advances and digital infrastructure to developing economies. Like BRI, the Digital Silk Road can create economic benefits for China, but there are warranted concerns that the initiative has unstated security purposes. For instance, through the installation of fiber optic cables, Chinese state-owned or state-affiliated enterprises will control vast amounts of data, which could ultimately be used by the Chinese government for leverage beyond the economic realm. In the race for 5G, there is a similar fear that once a company like Huawei installs its network, it will be used for Chinese state espionage and intelligence gathering purposes. For instance, just as China cut off Japanese access to rare earth metals in the midst of an unrelated 2010 maritime dispute, the Chinese government could seek to punish or alter the policy of a hosting nation by turning off its 5G access, even if briefly.

Additionally, China uses economic coercion to acquire intellectual property and otherwise conduct industrial espionage. This is done through cyber operations or by Chinese companies at the direction of the Chinese government, which includes acquiring “companies and technology based on their government’s interests—not on commercial objectives.” As an example, from 2013 to 2016, Chinese companies sought to acquire a number of businesses in the semiconductor industry. The potential Chinese domination of the industry could play a role in altering the future global military balance, seeing as semiconductors are essential to advanced military systems.

China relies on cyber operations in the gray zone for more than economic purposes. Cyber is a prime route to conduct espionage and intelligence gathering but also to target other states’ critical infrastructure and disrupt political processes abroad. In all, Chinese cyber operations have targeted U.S. government entities, personnel, allies, and defense contracting companies.

Since 2014, the most consistently-focused U.S. response to Chinese gray zone activity has been in cyberspace. With presidential-level attention, the United States undertook a public “naming and shaming” campaign and threatened the use of economic sanctions. Although the causal relationship between U.S. action and decreased Chinese activity is not clear-cut, the number of Chinese cyber incursions against U.S. private- and public-sector networks significantly declined thereafter. Currently, a number of high-level strategy documents, such as the 2018 National Cyber Strategy and the Department of Defense Cyber Strategy, appropriately highlight the challenges posed by Chinese cyber activities. Additionally, the former seeks to build a “cyber deterrence initiative,” which will work with “like-minded states to coordinate and support each other’s responses to significant malicious cyber incidents.” In 2018, U.S. Cyber Command was elevated to a combatant command and in their subsequent “Achieve and Maintain Cyberspace Superiority: Command Vision for U.S. Cyber Command” not only acknowledged gray zone competition at the strategic level but also named China explicitly as a cyber threat. The highest levels of the U.S. government, including Vice President Mike Pence and acting Secretary of Defense Patrick Shanahan, have highlighted the threat posed by China’s cyber activity.

Despite this high-level attention, there is evidence that Chinese cyberattacks may be increasing in response to U.S. trade pressure, suggesting that the Chinese government continues to view cyber operations as a viable horizontal escalation tool it can employ as needed. This accords with a more general assessment that the U.S. approach to Chinese gray zone tactics seems to be consistently several steps behind the threat. As in the Russia case, this is likely due in large part to the absence of a coherent strategic approach, leading to ad hoc U.S. responses from one crisis point or domain of interaction to the next. U.S. policymakers can be reassured that many Chinese gray zone tactics seem to be backfiring, as more countries and businesses become wary of China’s motives and deny it desired leverage points. However, there is ample evidence to suggest that, absent more coordinated U.S. strategy, China is effectively controlling the pace and timing of interactions that concern vested U.S. interests.
Understanding space to be a “new warfighting domain,” China’s well-financed space program engages in a host of gray zone activity. Kinetically, China has frequently tested the technologies needed to develop a co-orbital anti-satellite weapon, including developing satellites capable of on-orbit rendezvous and proximity operations. China is also most likely pursuing non-kinetic weapons that result in physical damage to objects in space using directed-energy technology. This includes the utilization of laser weapons, which can temporarily or permanently damage satellites’ sensors. According to the Defense Intelligence Agency, China is developing jamming technologies to target U.S. satellite communications and Global Positioning Systems (GPS) through the use of electronic attacks. Commercial satellite imagery has shown military-grade Chinese jamming equipment on islands in the South China Sea, which can be used to target communications, PNT signals, or any other satellites in the region. China has also been implicated in using their cyber capabilities to target space systems. This includes conducting cyberattacks directly against U.S. satellites as well as hacking the computers of companies and government contractors that control satellites.

Importantly, although China has the greatest capability to exploit the gray zone, it has chosen not to take action in some areas. This seeming restraint necessitates further investigation to understand whether China feels deterred by U.S. actions or is simply self-regulating for other reasons. If the latter is true and those reasons can be discovered and understood, they may offer a set of incentives to dissuade China from relying on gray zone tactics in the future.

Russia

Russia’s most effective gray zone tactics are information operations and cyber operations, followed by political coercion and space operations.

Russian information operations from the Internet Research Agency (whose owner, Yevgeny Prigozhin, has close ties to Russian President Vladimir Putin) continue to be well-funded, relentless, and prolific. Russia’s political coercion in Europe has gotten bolder over time, coinciding with Putin’s attempts to block the expansion of NATO. Moscow’s deepened ties with Serbia, Serbian-majority Bosnia, and a failed covert operation to block the Prespa Agreement are all increasing calls for concern. Russia has increasingly used gray zone tactics in space to jam GPS signals during NATO military exercises, conduct provocative rendezvous and proximity operations against U.S. commercial and allied military satellites, and has even lasered the sensors on a Japanese satellite.

The United States has responded most effectively to Russian gray zone activity in the cyber sphere. The United States has a heightened awareness of the Russian threat, taken significant steps to improve its cyber defenses, and increased funding for cyber defense capability. The National Cyber Strategy and the Presidential Policy Directive-41 of 2016 have been especially useful in highlighting policy priorities and improving cyber incident coordination. Most U.S. responses to other tools have been tepid. Notable gaps in U.S. efforts are to counter Russian information campaigns and political coercion, particularly against European allies and partners. Though DoS’s Global Engagement Center has

There is evidence that Chinese cyberattacks may be increasing in response to U.S. trade pressure.
legislative authority to defend allies and partners from foreign information operations, it is not authorized to defend the United States from information operations targeting the United States, like those Russia deployed during the 2016 presidential elections.49

The most concerning shortcomings in U.S. responses to Russian gray zone activity are the poor clarification and coordination of efforts. The National Security Strategy, National Defense Strategy, and National Intelligence Strategy identify a wide range of Russian gray zone tactics as national security threats, yet they do not translate these concerns into clear policies and strategies. In that absence, agencies are forced to respond to Russia’s gray zone tactics with few legislative authorities and ad hoc coordination. One notable example is DHS’s Countering Foreign Influence Task Force (CFITF), which is the sole U.S. agency team actively combating disinformation campaigns in the United States. Because the CFITF lacks legislative authority to combat information operations, it suffers from impermanent staffing and budgets and unclear objectives. Likewise, the Department of State’s Energy Bureau (ENR) suffers from a lack of direction and authority to combat Russian energy dominance in Europe. Experts have expressed frustration that ENR’s authorities are too slow and too hindered by legal structures and funding to quickly respond if and when a country requires emergency energy supplies. Though DOE has the capacity to aid this security concern, it has too insufficient a budget and legal authority to provide meaningful assistance and relies heavily on ENR. This lack of direction has driven some agency-led innovations, like the Russian Influence Group, an interagency coordinating body. However, most U.S. agencies struggle without clear authorities and responsibilities.

Iran

The preferred Iranian gray zone tools against U.S. interests include support for proxies, provocation by state-backed military forces, and cyber and information operations.

Iran’s support for proxy groups across Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, and Yemen is one of its most effective tools in the gray zone and poses a significant threat to U.S. interests.50 The Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) is the paramilitary “executor of Iranian proxy policies,” with close ties to groups such as Hezbollah in Lebanon, the Houthis in Yemen, the National Defense Forces militia in Syria, and the Badr Corps in Iraq, among others.51 Through its special forces unit known as the Quds Force, the IRGC is able to train and advise its proxy forces—an “axis of resistance” estimated at over a quarter of a million fighters—outside of its borders.

As a state-backed force, the IRGC also actively participates in provocations such as close-encounter naval maneuvers in the Gulf and the Strait of Hormuz against U.S. and partner vessels. This involves using the IRGC Navy in parallel with the conventional Islamic Republic of Iran Navy (IRIN) to carry out low-level, threshold-testing provocations such as “approaching in very close proximity to U.S. ships with weapons uncovered, engaging in dangerous maneuvers that could have caused a collision, and conducting live fire exercises unannounced near U.S. ships.”53 These sorts of provocations—in addition to incidents such as the 2016 Iranian arrest of U.S. sailors who accidentally entered Iranian waters—have been a particular source of U.S. concern, leading to fears of inadvertent maritime escalation between the two countries.54

Iranian cyber threats and information operations threats are both swiftly increasing as more Iranian hackers work to target people, companies, and government entities around the world, focusing primarily on the Middle East region (e.g., Saudi Arabia and Israel).
but also on the United States directly. Most notably, Iran carried out a data deletion attack on dozens of Saudi government and private-sector networks in 2016 to 2017. The United States has acknowledged that Iran has been employing “increasingly sophisticated cyber techniques to conduct espionage.”

The regime in Tehran has a tight control over the domestic consumption of information by restricting television broadcasts, social media, and internet access, which prevents foreign influence and promotes pro-regime narratives. Internationally, information operations have helped Iran perpetuate its image as a regional powerhouse, particularly as a challenger to Saudi Arabia and Israel, while simultaneously presenting itself as a reliable international partner, particularly during Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) negotiations and in its continued adherence to the deal post-U.S. withdrawal.

Iran’s information operations also incorporate space as a gray zone arena. It has repeatedly jammed satellite communications broadcasts without major repercussions. As examples of this practice, Tehran has jammed Voice of America, the British Broadcasting Corporation, and others. The timing seems to correspond with when Iran is under pressure domestically or internationally. Given the recent escalations in tensions between the United States and Iran in the wake of the United States backing away from the JCPOA, Iran is likely to turn again to these forms of gray zone action.

Overall, the U.S. response to most Iranian coercive activity has been moderately effective, with the exception of the Iranian cyber and information operations. The United States does not perceive the Iranian cyber threat to be as high as that of Russia and China; as a result, Iran is treated as a lower priority, and the United States inadvertently falls short against Iran’s highly sophisticated information operations.

Although the Trump administration designated the IRGC as a terrorist group in April 2019, the act has done little to deter the IRGC’s activities and may in fact have emboldened the group. Although U.S. force posture contributed to the reduction of Iranian maritime provocation from mid-2017 onward, the effect was apparently temporary: recent attacks on two Saudi oil tankers, an Emirati vessel, and a Norwegian vessel in the vicinity of the Strait of Hormuz point toward an Iranian return to coercive maritime activity. U.S. economic sanctions on Iran have been the most effective responses to Iranian gray zone activity. The United States has carried out 17 rounds of Iran-related sanctions on 147 Iran-related individuals and entities. It has pursued a “maximum pressure” campaign against Iran, designed to “choke off revenues” of the regime that might otherwise go to support proxy forces, cyber activities, and similar activities. The impact of unilateral U.S. sanctions on Iran is significant. Since the Trump administration pulled out of the JCPOA: Iran’s GDP declined by 3.9 percent in 2018 and is projected to decline another 6 percent by the end of 2019; the Iranian rial has depreciated by 60 percent; and the country’s oil revenues have suffered losses of over $10 billion, predicted to worsen further after the expiry of U.S. sanctions waivers to Iranian oil importers.

The National Security Strategy and National Defense Strategy both explicitly call out Iran for engaging in gray zone tactics against the United States, its allies, and its partners. Consequent U.S. policy decisions regarding Iran in 2019—including terrorist designation of the IRGC, deploying the USS Abraham Lincoln carrier strike group, pulling personnel out of Iraq, and rhetoric around sending 120,000 troops to Iran—has led to the rapid deterioration of U.S.-Iranian relations, portending a potentially dangerous escalation between the two countries.

North Korea

North Korea’s most salient gray zone activities include cyber operations, political coercion, and military provocations.

North Korea maintains a skilled and sophisticated cyber force capable of executing disruptive operations worldwide. Notable cyber operations attributed to North Korea include the 2014 Sony attack, the 2016 Bangladesh Bank heist, and the 2017 WannaCry malware worm. More recently, a wave of cyberattacks targeting U.S. based oil and gas companies is cause for concern.

North Korea’s political coercion is aimed at strengthening the regime’s position by exploiting U.S. efforts to coordinate with its regional allies and partners. For example, the ongoing trade war between the United States and China has forced the Trump administration to balance its commitment to the maximum pressure campaign against Pyongyang with its efforts to strike a credible bargain with Beijing over tariffs. The trade war has inadvertently strengthened North Korea’s
political position by pushing U.S. regional allies—principally South Korea and Japan—further into China’s regional economic sphere of influence. “The trade war could have been an opportunity to drive a wedge between China and its regional trading partners,” writes Bloomberg columnist Daniel Moss, “Yet the Trump administration’s irreverence for the collateral damage of its actions might end up drawing China’s neighbors closer into its orbit.”

Meanwhile, the Kim regime stands to benefit from the Trump administration’s nebulous diplomatic strategy as the uncertainty relaxes Pyongyang’s ability to play the rival states off one another to support struggling economy. The recent announcement by the South Korean government of a $8 million food aid package to North Korea—a decision supported by President Trump—is one such example of Kim’s cunning ability to accru relative political advantage without any comparable gains to Washington and its regional allies. As Brookings expert Jung Pak wrote in 2018, “At a minimum, North Korea is attempting to sow division within South Korea and shape Seoul’s policies toward ones that are favorable to Pyongyang.”

With 70 percent of its ground forces deployed within 60 miles of the DMZ, the threat posed by North Korean conventional military forces is clearly illustrated. Experts find that military and other malign provocations follow a long-term cycle correlated with South Korea’s elections and U.S.-North Korea negotiations. North Korean gray zone military tactics also manifest in space, where the country is arguably the most prolific space-based systems jammer in the world. North Korea routinely jams GPS signals into South Korea, disrupting air travel and seaports near the DMZ.

DPRK’s May 4, 2019 and May 9, 2019 short-range ballistic missile (SRBM) tests put the success of alliance decoupling on global display, in addition to fracturing within the Trump administration itself. Following the tests, a first since 2017, U.S. president Donald Trump and South Korean defense minister Jeong Kyeong-doo dismissed the missile tests along with calls to increase pressure on DPRK as a result. The dismissal of DPRK testing was at odds with the Japanese defense minister Takeshi Iwaya, as U.S. acting secretary of defense Patrick Shanahan and national security advisor John Bolton who strongly asserted the tests were a violation of U.N.S.C. resolutions. Defense Minister Iwaya went further to call for the implementation of sanctions as required when violating the resolutions. The fracturing within the Trump administration went further when Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders stated that “President Trump and the North Korean leader, Kim Jong-un, “agree” in their negative assessment of former Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr.”

In response, the United States has coordinated a multinational “maximum pressure” campaign intended to deter North Korea’s future nuclear development, bring regime leaders to the negotiating table, and ultimately denuclearize the Korean peninsula. To that end, the United States continues to issue trade advisory warnings, bring attention to illegal ship-to-ship transfers, and maintain sanctions against entities doing business with the regime. Moreover, the federal government has partnered with private-sector companies and foreign governments to attribute cyber operations to North Korean cyber agents as part of a name and shame strategy to increase international pressure on the regime.

For the foreseeable future, two developments are likely to influence the U.S. response to North Korea gray zone activities. First, diplomatic grievances between North Korean and U.S. officials threaten to prolong the stalled negotiations. For example, North Korean officials have publicly blamed the lack of progress on Secretary of State Pompeo and National Security Advisor Bolton. While President Trump maintains that he and Kim share a positive relationship, differing interpretations about who is responsible for the breakdown in talks at Hanoi, in addition to internal tensions within the executive branch leadership, raises doubts about the possibility of another summit. Meanwhile, President Trump has postponed
EXAMPLES FROM THE GRAY ZONE TOOLKIT

U.S.-South Korea military exercises which observers say could be detrimental to U.S. regional influence. That is, the reduction in joint drills benefits the strategic aims of North Korea, Russia, and China at the expense of weakened multilateral coordination between the United States, South Korea, and Japan. According to one recent report, “Any such drawdown would face strong pushback from Congress and Japan, whose conservative government is deeply wary of North Korea’s intentions.”

North Korean behavior since the Hanoi summit also suggests that Kim is determined to find “a new way” to strengthen his international position absent a U.S. agreement. To that end, Kim’s April 2019 visit to Russia and his continued outreach to China for economic assistance can be interpreted as a strategy to divide the United States and its regional allies while by finding ways to evade the international sanctions regime. Russian investment in North Korean infrastructure and mineral resources, for instance, would strengthen Kim’s strategic posture by reducing his dependence on a U.S. brokered agreement. Put simply, North Korea’s gray zone activities will likely be geared toward exploiting the perceived U.S. ambivalence toward its regional commitments.

FINDINGS

The summaries above illustrate the range of actions and actors operating in the gray zone in ways potentially damaging to U.S. interests. At the same time, they illustrate the degree to which various departments and agencies of the U.S. government are active in efforts to combat these threats. Nevertheless, the collective U.S. approach has generally been less than the sum of its parts. The result is a largely reactive and ad hoc U.S. strategy: actions taken by the United States react to specific incidents or threats and are either poorly integrated across tools of power or not integrated at all.

Figure I illustrates how the basic tools of power are optimized for the “high end” and “low end” of the spectrum of U.S. national security policy. Both are important, but as the CSIS study team has found, the gap that has developed in between—the gray zone—raises critical strategy and policy questions that also require answers.

Four significant pain points stand out within the current U.S. “action-reaction” approach to gray zone com-
petition:

Indications and Warning: The CSIS study team finds that the United States has not adequately adapted its information indicators and thresholds for warning policymakers to account for gray zone tactics. Competitors have undertaken a marked shift to slow-burn, deceptive, non-military, and indirect challenges to U.S. interests. Relative to traditional security indicators and warnings, these are more numerous and harder to detect and make it difficult for analysts to infer intent.

Decisionmaking Speed and Quality: Even when appropriate warning is given, such as with China’s land reclama-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U.S. TOOLKIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diplomacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Negotiate access agreements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Conduct arms control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Routines of interaction on behalf of U.S. citizens and the U.S. government, especially via embassies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What more should the United States do to hedge against Chinese 5G technology in Europe?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How should the United States assist allies being subjected to adverse economic and political coercion?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sue for peace and/or terms of surrender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Invoke collective defense (Article V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Build warfighting coalition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Free and Open Indo-Pacific” narrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• NATO Article V messaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Watching conflict indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How can the U.S. federal government incentivize media literacy and civics at home?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Should social media platforms be regulated?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Distribute images of adversary troops crossing international border</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Issue joint statement of allied resolve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Public and backchannel messaging to known adversary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Exercise freedom of navigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Build allied interoperability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• How can the United States dissuade the use of disguised state-backed forces?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What assistance to allies facing “unconventional” coercion is effective?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Execute military operations to deny, defeat, or otherwise achieve established objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Negotiate trade agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• International development assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Is the defense industrial base secure?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What can the United States do to assist the private sector in preventing economic coercion? Report cyber intrusion?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Blockade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Wartime lend/lease-style support to allies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPECTRUM OF U.S. FOREIGN POLICY ACTIVITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statecraft &lt;- Major Conflict</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

petition: The CSIS study team finds that the United States has not adequately adapted its information indicators and thresholds for warning policymakers to account for gray zone tactics. Competitors have undertaken a marked shift to slow-burn, deceptive, non-military, and indirect challenges to U.S. interests. Relative to traditional security indicators and warnings, these are more numerous and harder to detect and make it difficult for analysts to infer intent.

Decisionmaking Speed and Quality: Even when appropriate warning is given, such as with China’s land reclama-

tion and subsequent militarization in the South China Sea, the United States can struggle with deciding to act on information, particularly in a timely manner. Savvy actors present gray zone tactics as one-off incidents that on their own do not seem to warrant a significant response. Many actors pursue gray zone tools precisely for their utility in testing or circumventing U.S. redlines. The approach has at times lured the United States into complacency, at least to the point at which a broader campaign is discerned. The time delay has a compounding effect. Additionally, the nature of most gray zone threats is such that they are difficult to attribute to a specific actor, which can confuse and delay U.S. re-
Given the high threshold of confidence for attributions inherent in U.S. norms and values, current U.S. gray zone responses are slow and comparatively weaker than attacks. Because the campaign of gray zone tactics is designed to shift the status quo in an actor’s favor, it becomes increasingly difficult—and requires greater investment—to shift it back.

Public-Private Collaboration: Most of the competitive U.S. strengths lie outside the confines of the U.S. government. U.S. cultural suasion, economic reach, and information tools come largely from the private sector and civil society. The United States has struggled to bring these tools to bear in the face of gray zone tactics. The failure to successfully rally its sources of soft power (e.g., U.S. social media companies, private investors, the public at large) to serve as invested allies has hampered U.S. government efforts to compete against states using gray zone tactics, especially economic, political, and informational ones.

Campaign Mindset: Reactivity and ad hocery are symptoms of a more general U.S. tendency to manage national security from crisis to crisis. This approach falls short in the sort of competitive global landscape the United States faces today. Early in the Cold War, George Kennan warned of U.S. “popular attachment to the concept of a basic difference between peace and war . . . and by a reluctance to recognize . . . the perpetual rhythm of struggle” in international relations. Add to this tendency the practically ceaseless pressure of business and it is easy to see how gray zone tactics can be so successful as part of a longer-term strategy that undermines U.S. interests. Without a campaign mindset and associated toolbox, it is difficult to advance objectives in the face of gray zone tactics.

A campaign plan for the gray zone must account for U.S. vulnerabilities and strengths and must take care not to over-rely on any one tool of statecraft or line of effort.
3 THE CAMPAIGN PLAN
CSIS DEFINITION

Gray Zone Approaches
An effort or series of efforts intended to advance one’s security objectives at the expense of a rival using means beyond those associated with routine statecraft and below means associated with direct military conflict between rivals. In engaging in a gray zone approach, an actor seeks to avoid crossing a threshold that results in open war.

Adversaries and competitors use gray zone tactics as part of a larger strategy. Like countering terrorism, gray zone campaigning should be thought of as a major strategic component within a broader U.S. national strategy. Because of the prevalence of gray zone tactics, and the expectation of continuing challenges and opportunities presented in the spectrum between routine diplomacy and major military operations, the CSIS study team concludes that the United States would be advantaged by using a campaign planning framework specifically focused on gray zone operations. This will not substitute for a well-crafted national security strategy, nor for discrete purpose-built strategies regarding U.S. policy toward China or Russia or to advance, for instance, cyber or space operations. It should, however, better position the United States to gain advantage as a gray zone competitor, which will be integral to its success in virtually all national security pursuits.

This campaign plan capitalizes on U.S. strategic advantages, lays out the key lines of effort in pursuit of core national interests, and describes ways to outpace the dynamism of gray zone threats.

WHY CAMPAIGN PLANNING?
The terminology of campaign plans is unfamiliar to many outside the military. It is thus reasonable to question whether it is a useful approach to the interagency and international approach that gray zone challenges inherently demand. The diplomatic community, for instance, thinks most naturally in terms of country strategies, given the embassy-centric nature of its mission. The National Security Council staff is used to issuing summaries of conclusions that delineate lines of agency responsibility. These and other similar approaches have a valuable role in implementing a strategy or campaign approach, but they are not substitutes for it. As presented in more detail in the next chapter, the lack of an interagency planning culture is a long-acknowledged shortcoming. This deficiency should be addressed rather than accepted and ignored. The international environment is seldom forgiving enough to ensure its challenges match preferred U.S. solutions.

U.S. STRATEGIC ADVANTAGES
The United States brings considerable strategic advantages to the gray zone problem set. The following factors, comprising a mix of soft and hard power, are potential asymmetric assets in the U.S. portfolio.

U.S. Constitutional Tenets
Too often seen as a source of vulnerability, the commitment of the United States to its constitutional principles, including respect for individual freedoms, a layered system for government accountability, and adherence to transparency and rule of law, is its greatest potential strength in combatting gray zone tactics. The more attractive the U.S. model of governance, the less susceptible its citizens and foreign populations are to tactics aimed at corroding the nation from within and without. A vibrant U.S. democracy lessens the exploitative potential of many authoritarian gray zone tactics and simultaneously erodes the power of those whose governance compares poorly to it. In the words of CSIS Senior Adviser Suzanne Spaulding, U.S. strategy should be grounded in forcing others to “fight in the light.”

Business, Media, and Civil Society
Closely related to the strength of the U.S. democratic governance model is the vibrancy and reach of the U.S. non-governmental sectors. In the economic realm, the United States has traditionally been able to thwart economic coercion against it—and advance its own interests—because others’ desire to work with U.S. busi-

Gray zone campaigning should be thought of as a major strategic component within a broader U.S. national strategy.
nesses, attract U.S. tourists and investors, and reach the U.S. market with their own goods and services. U.S. cultural persuasion is further propelled by its leadership in the arts, entertainment, and media. To the frustration of those who might seek an alternative to the U.S. way of life, its companies, academic and scientific communities, personalities, and philanthropies carry U.S. soft power far and wide.

The United States faces serious challenges in defending itself from efforts to exploit the openness of its society, but it will be most successful in advancing its interests if it builds on, rather than erodes, fundamental tenets of its democracy. Harvard's Joe Nye explains, “As democracies respond to sharp power, we have to be careful not to undercut our own soft power by imitating the authoritarian model . . . Authoritarian countries such as China and Russia have trouble generating their own soft power precisely because of their unwillingness to free the potential talents in their civil societies.”

Alliances and Partner Networks

Strong alliances and international partner networks are another asymmetric advantage on which the United States should capitalize. The competitors most intent on undermining U.S. interests in pursuit of their own—including China, Russia, Iran, and North Korea—lack America’s track record of galvanizing international action to advance common security interests. They are seen by many other nations as spoilers, rather than creators, of international order. In a survey spanning people from 25 other nations, 63 percent of respondents, including Russians, preferred having the United States as “the world's leading power.” Only 19 percent preferred Chinese global leadership.

Some scholars have theorized that alliances bring greater risk of entanglement than reward in achieving desired U.S. outcomes. Other recent scholarship disputes the view that alliances have the propensity to drag the United States into conflict, and evidence of the strategic value of alliances is significant. In the past several years alone, the United States has reaped dividends when it has mobilized international support in the face of adversarial gray zone tactics. A United Nations tribunal ruled against China on its land reclamation activity at Scarborough Shoal, helping to deepen solidarity among Asian nations opposing its land-grabbing policies in the region. European nations and multilateral organizations have played a vital role in raising the costs on Russia for its gray zone tactics, including substantial economic sanctions for its invasion of Crimea and the expulsion of Russian intelligence officials in the wake of the attempted Skripal assassinations. On Iran and North Korea policy, the United States has also gained leverage when it has shown an ability to bring international sanctions to bear. Such actions do not always immediately reverse gray zone gains, but in these early years of establishing new boundaries (and re-establishing traditional ones), raising the costs of gray zone actions will help to diminish their appeal.

Breadth and Depth of Government Means

For at least the last 70 years, the United States has made it a priority to invest in the tools of statecraft and international leadership. It has the world's largest economy, most capable—albeit challenged—military, a storied diplomatic and development corps, and expansive, professionalized law enforcement and intelligence communities. When able leadership orchestrates these capabilities with sustained unity of effort, and in alignment with the other strengths described above, the United States has been able to advance the interests of the American people. Perhaps the most notable of such times includes the aftermath of World War II, when the United States worked with like-minded nations to establish an international system of governance disposed toward individual freedom, democratic norms, and the rule of law among nations.

Campaign planning should seek first to shore up the strategic advantages above. The reader can readily think of deficiencies in how the United States is currently tapping its potential in these areas. Recommendations on specific areas for improvement are included in the priority lines of effort described later in this chapter. A second priority is to improve America’s operational approach to deterring harmful gray zone tactics, campaigning in the face of them, and responding effectively in crises below the threshold of war. In the preceding chapter, the CSIS study team concluded that the United States government is currently undertaking action in response to all the gray zone threat vectors it identified. However, too often the U.S. approach has been reactive and ad hoc. In particular, the United States lags in necessary capabilities in indications and warning; decisionmaking quality and speed; public-private collaboration; and transitioning to a campaign mindset for competing against gray zone challenges.
MISSION AND PRIORITIES

Mission Statement
Given the environment described in the prior chapters and the assumptions laid out in the report’s introduction, the United States should work in close collaboration with a range of international and domestic partners to employ a campaign planning model with two primary objectives. First, it should seek advantages in gray zone competition that bolster its national security interests. Second, it should seek to undermine competitors’ gray zone tactics, from deterrence to effective campaigning to crisis response. Concepts such as “winning” and “losing” will have less salience to these objectives than measures of relative gain and loss assessed over time.

As it pursues its objectives, the United States should not lose sight that its laws, principles, and values are strategic advantages in gray zone competition. Competitors’ autocratic, deceptive, and extra-legal gray zone tactics can create significant challenges for U.S. foreign policy but responding in like manner will change the character of the United States, diminishing its appeal not only to its allies but to its own citizens. Thus, even as the United States engages in gray zone tactics, it should do so in accordance with its principles.

Interest-Based Priorities
In pursuit of the above campaign planning mission, the United States should prioritize its gray zone approach according to the importance of the U.S. interests at stake. Threats wax and wane, but a bipartisan sentiment about vital U.S. interests is more enduring. Every published national security strategy, spanning Republican and Democratic administrations, has framed four driving U.S. interests: securing U.S. territory and citizens; meeting treaty commitments; promoting prosperity; and upholding the rule of law, including respect for human rights. The Trump administration is the latest to use an interest formulation along these lines:

- Protect the U.S. people, homeland, and way of life;
- Promote U.S. prosperity;
- Preserve peace through strength, with an acknowledgment that “allies and partners magnify our power”; and
- Advance U.S. influence, including through “a commitment to liberty, democracy, and the rule of law.”

This relative constancy of vital interests is a firm, strategy-based foundation on which to ground campaign planning. Requiring multiple instruments of statecraft to achieve, an interest-based framework also helps propel bureaucracies past their inclination to devolve all problems into severable organizational stovepipes. Clear roles and responsibilities for execution are important, but as the CSIS study team finds, beginning from and routinely returning to an integrated campaign design is imperative.

Given the tactics and targets of known and expected gray zone competition, three priorities stand out as pillars—or, in campaign parlance, lines of operation—for planning:

- Protect U.S. constitutional tenets and the U.S. way of life;
- Promote the nation’s economic vitality; and
- Advance U.S. influence.

Each line of effort is described in further detail below.

LINES OF EFFORT

1. Protect U.S. Constitutional Tenets
America’s first line of effort in deterring, campaigning in, and responding to gray zone challenges is strengthening the underpinnings of the U.S. system of governance. The U.S. public is as divided as it has been in a generation. These divisions span many dimensions: political, socioeconomic, geographic, gender, and age, to name some of the most pronounced. What unites the country at present is perhaps equally troubling: a steady drop in confidence in governing institutions and a growing sentiment that “the system is rigged.” These socio-political trends can be exploited by a wide range of opportunists, including foreign nations and non-state actors.

Gray zone tactics, with the prospect of skirting U.S. thresholds for action, are a preferred means of such ex-
exploitation. Speaking to the example of Russian interference in U.S. elections, David Brooks wrote in the New York Times, “It may not be bombing buildings or shooting at people, but if a foreign government is attacking the factual record on which democracy runs, it is still a sort of warfare. The Russians are trying to undermine the information we use to converse, and the trust that makes conversation possible.”

The system’s commitments to the rule of law, individual rights and freedoms, protections of minorities, and promotion of prosperity underwrite the U.S. way of life as well as domestic political stability. Three priorities for U.S. government action to reinvigorate this system to withstand gray zone attacks are: securing the co-equal branches of the U.S. federal government; fostering civil society, including through greater public-private collaboration; and advancing a free and fair press.

**Democratic Institutions**

The democratic pillars of U.S. society are desirable targets for gray zone tactics. When vibrant, they are the greatest source of U.S. soft power, and weakening them directly undermines U.S. interests. There is widespread attention to the threats facing the U.S. electoral system. Russian interference in the 2016 presidential election called into question the vulnerability not only of electoral institutions but also the U.S. voter. Cyberattacks on both the media environment around elections and on elections systems themselves are a concern.

As CSIS’s Defending Democratic Institutions project highlights, there is evidence that Russian information operations also target the U.S. justice system, exploiting fissures in U.S. society for their own gain and in some cases inventing foundationless narratives. In one salient 2016 example, a Facebook group calling itself “Secure Borders” accused a prosecutor and a judge in a municipal criminal case of corruption. Though presenting itself as a group of local citizens, the group was actually a creature of Russian disinformation operations and weaved in fears about Syrian immigration unrelated to the case.

Although Russia has been the most brazen, other actors may be, or may become, emboldened to use gray zone tactics to erode or disrupt U.S. democratic institutions. All three branches of the federal government and the electoral and legal processes that support them must be legitimate in the eyes of the U.S. citizenry as well as those the United States seeks to sway abroad. Efforts should

---

**Protecting the U.S. Constitutional Tenets**

- Protect U.S. electoral processes, its judicial systems, and the legitimacy of its governance model
- Invest in educating U.S. citizens in civics and media literacy
- Strengthen social media regulation, respecting precedent on U.S. citizens’ First Amendment rights
focus on ensuring equal treatment for U.S. citizens, enforcing existing anti-corruption and foreign interference and investment laws, and capable defending electoral and judicial processes from cyber and disinformation attacks.

Civil Society
In the nineteenth century, visiting Frenchman and political scientist Alexis de Tocqueville observed that “the spirit of association” was a foundational element of democracy and social resilience in the United States. A vibrant civil society builds public resilience against disinformation and political and economic coercion. The National Center for Charitable Statistics at the Urban Institute reports that the United States had somewhere around 1.5 million nonprofits registered with the Internal Revenue Service in 2015. In 2018, a record-high 77 million U.S. citizens—30 percent of adults—performed volunteer service. The U.S. drive to join together to secure interests and solve problems remains strong.

Nevertheless, numerous trends are combining to weaken U.S. civil society and disconnect that society from its government, making it more prone to exploitation by gray zone tactics. A declining percentage of the U.S. population has public service experience, including military experience. The information age and especially social media have created silos of virtual connectivity that have the potential to separate people as much as they bring them together. The federal government has significantly reduced grants to support civics education in U.S. schools over the last decade, and the quality of existing civics education—which is not even required in eight states—is uneven. In 2017, only 24 percent of high school seniors—the next generation of voters—scored as proficient or higher on a national civics exam; only 12 percent were proficient or higher in U.S. history.

The business community is a vital segment of U.S. civil society. Although a frequent target of economic coercion, evidence is strong that U.S. businesses have historically been reluctant to report cyber breaches. Moreover, there is little evidence that the private sector appreciates the degree to which it is in the crosshairs of state-based gray zone activity and relevant national security implications. A recent report on U.S. businesses demonstrates a lack of willingness on the part of U.S. companies to report or thwart Chinese cyber intrusions. The 2018 National Cyber Security Strategy encourages strong dialogue between the federal government and private sector to encourage better reporting. This is a good start. The importance of building trust between the private sector and the federal government extends beyond cyber security to include a range of economic coercion that happens in the gray zone, including through foreign investment and compromised intellectual property rights. Bringing the business community onboard as partners in combating gray zone threats and ensuring adequate reporting and enforcement mechanisms will greatly assist civic resilience.

Free and Fair Press
One of the main conduits of the information necessary for public policy debates and democratic oversight of government action is a free and fair press, independent from government control and intimidation and manipulation by those with an interest in promoting or suppressing certain stories. A long tradition of objective journalism in the United States is today suffering from a credibility gap, in part because of active gray zone efforts by U.S. adversaries. Disinformation is frequently designed to prey upon existing divisions, including partisan controversies. Using fabricated identities on social media sites, foreign troll farms have added energy to fierce public debates over issues as disparate as protests at National Football League games, security at America’s southern border, mass shootings, policing, and the Mueller Report. Reporters themselves can fall into the trap of sensationalism stoked by foreign efforts.

Yet again, this is an area where domestic conditions are already self-harming. According to Nielsen, the average U.S. citizen spends 11 hours a day consuming media, some 34 percent of it from the internet, where stories designed to stoke outrage can snowball. Meanwhile, prominent politicians, notably including the president of the United States, have engaged in persistent attacks against the news media, undermining the credibility of outlets that print or air stories unfavorable to them and praising those who express admiration. Succinctly summing up the challenge, CSIS’s James Andrew Lewis notes: “The internet allows people to have their own facts. Social media amplifies this trend.”

Press freedom requires a bipartisan, patriotic commitment. First, elected officials must lead in pulling America back toward First Amendment norms that embrace free and fair media as central to U.S. democracy. Elites stoking widespread distrust in the media—calling them enemies of the public—are playing into the hands of those seeking to undermine the United States. Second, media literacy, like civics, should be a core element of twenty-first century public education. Third, the reg-
ulatory framework for media must better capture the role of social media. The European Union created significant new regulations in 2018; the U.S. approach will need to be carefully crafted to protect First Amendment principles, create needed transparency, ensure liability, and impose costs for noncompliance.

2. PROMOTE ECONOMIC VITALITY

Much of U.S. power is derived from its economy. The ability to sustain a prosperous way of life at home and promote it abroad is a direct result of the U.S. economic system. Those who wish to weaken the United States have taken aim at that system, including both the U.S. domestic organs and the system of international institutions the United States helped to build over the course of the twentieth century. Defending against gray zone threats to these institutions implies preserving three things in particular: reliance on the dollar as a reserve currency; U.S. access to global markets; and the health of the private sector.

Role of the Dollar as the Global Reserve Currency

Approximately 60 percent of all international reserves are currently held in dollar denominated assets, making the U.S. dollar the global reserve currency. This status is a market outcome and not the decision of an international body or an international treaty, but it is bolstered by careful U.S. policy management. Former Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke highlights this point, writing: “investors and governments freely choose to hold dollars . . . because of the quality of U.S. financial regulation; because the Federal Reserve has kept inflation low and stable for the past thirty years; and because the United States is large, prosperous, and politically stable.” This “enhanced prestige and status” provides the United States with, perhaps, the strongest soft power tool in the already robust U.S. arsenal.

Because of the dollar’s status, the United States remains the most influential voice in institutions such as the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank. Although these institutions do not reflexively adopt U.S. preferences, “most of the fingerprints on important outcomes are still American.” The dollar is therefore also a potential tool in punishing or deterring gray zone activity. Through sanctions, the dollar’s centrality to international finance allows the United States to constrain malign actors and, at the extreme, employ comprehensive sanctions.

Strengthen U.S. Economic Vitality

- Maintain a healthy and stable U.S. economy and ensure sufficient financial regulation to protect the dollar’s global role
- Expand U.S. free trade agreements, both bilateral and regional, especially for Europe and Asia
- Help U.S. businesses defend against cyber and economic coercion and ignite their soft power, including through investments in U.S. innovation
Sanctions work best when they are multilateral in scope.\textsuperscript{124} Imposing unilateral sanctions jeopardizes relationships with U.S. allies which are impacted by secondary sanctions. Additionally, the more the United States uses sanctions, the more targeted countries look for and invest in permanent workarounds, which could impact the strength of the dollar.\textsuperscript{125} To ensure sanctions remain effective and do not isolate allies, and that the dollar remains essential, the United States should broaden its approach to economic statecraft (see next section) rather than over-rely on sanctions.

**Increased Market Access**

Growing the U.S. economy—a vital interest of U.S. security policy—requires gaining access to the 95 percent of the world’s population that lives outside of the United States.\textsuperscript{126} Gaining increased market access through both trade and U.S. foreign aid not only promotes U.S. economic growth but also provides alternatives to economic gray zone activity.

Free trade agreements (FTAs) have been particularly effective in opening foreign markets to U.S. exports.\textsuperscript{127} The United States is currently party to 20 bilateral trade agreements, which accounted for $720.3 billion in U.S. goods exported in 2017.\textsuperscript{128} The United States is also party to over 50 Trade and Investment Framework Agreements (TIFAs), which can serve as foundations for eventual FTAs.

Economic gains aside, bilateral and regional FTAs can be used as inducements that present alternatives to competitors’ coercive economic activity, such as China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). Unlike the “debt-trap” agreements negotiated via China’s BRI, FTAs negotiated by the United States are comprehensive and address issues such as: “rules on foreign investment, intellectual property rights protection, commitments on opening government procurement markets, and enforceable provisions on labor standards and the environment” that benefit the partner and the United States.\textsuperscript{129} Through these agreements, the United States is also able to promote its values and continue to shape global trade rules. Other countries either adopt the rules that reflect U.S. values or watch their investment in a trading bloc shrink.\textsuperscript{130}

In any economy, there will be some sectors that gain more than others from an FTA. Typically, some sectors even lose. Because FTAs leverage where a country has a comparative advantage, the U.S. service sector has seen net gains from FTAs.\textsuperscript{131} For U.S. manufacturing, the picture is more complicated due to the nation’s “relative abundance of high-skilled labor and a relative scarcity of low-skilled labor. As such, the United States’ comparative advantage will be in goods produced using high-skilled labor intensively.”\textsuperscript{132} The U.S. government and private sector must mitigate these disparities by investing in education and retraining programs for people in sectors disadvantaged by FTAs.

Foreign aid is another form of inducement that can increase market access for U.S. business.\textsuperscript{133} In 2016, the United States exported more than $2 trillion in goods and services. Eleven of the top 15 U.S. export markets were former recipients of U.S. foreign assistance, like South Korea.\textsuperscript{134} As with trade, U.S. foreign aid challenges adversaries that deploy gray zone tools by creating an alternative for targeted third-party countries. In October 2018, the U.S. Congress passed the Better Utilization of Investment Leading to Development (BUILD Act), in part as a counter to growing Chinese overseas investment.\textsuperscript{135} The act created a new U.S. development agency: the U.S. International Development Finance Corporation (USIDFC).\textsuperscript{136} The USIDFC is a development finance institution which “will seek to ‘crowd-in’ vitally needed private-sector investment in low and lower-middle income countries.”\textsuperscript{137} The BUILD Act has pledged $60 billion in funding for the USIDFC. U.S. foreign aid alone is unlikely to compete with China’s current level of foreign investment—China has pledged $60 billion to Africa alone—but it is a critical element in a comprehensive economic strategy for advancing U.S. economic and geopolitical interests in the face of others’ gray zone tactics.\textsuperscript{138}

**Support to the Private Sector and U.S. Industry**

A critical category of action within the economic line of effort is U.S. government leadership in igniting business efforts to sustain America’s technological edge, even as others use gray zone tactics to erode it.

The U.S. government must lead a public-private campaign to advance technologies relevant to security. Ensuring sufficient and appropriately targeted government research, development, and capability is critical. Facilitating technology innovation in the commercial sector is similarly important. Doing so will require a mix of grants and other investments, such as in STEM education, new and strengthened research and development partnerships (domestic and international), regulatory changes, and senior leader attention. The
The United States must also have an immigration strategy that supports its competitiveness in critical innovation fields.

details are important and will require careful planning. A National Innovation Strategy may be a helpful first step for determining the most beneficial focus areas for U.S. government action, along with proposals for the mix of incentives and regulations (or deregulation initiatives) to deploy.  

The United States must also have an immigration strategy that supports its competitiveness in critical innovation fields. Immigration has been a major element of U.S. technological dominance: between 1995 and 2005, more than half of Silicon Valley’s new companies were founded by immigrants. There are valid concerns to be addressed pertaining to graduate students from competitor nations gaining skills in the United States only to return home. Those concerns should be mitigated, but U.S. policy must be careful to consider the facets of immigration that contribute to U.S. economic power.

Additionally, the United States must help the private sector protect its intellectual property and limit cybertheft. There must be stronger cyber defense regulation and enforcement, especially for national critical infrastructure, known gray zone targets. Incentivizing private-sector transparency when attacks do occur, including damage assessment and, where possible, attribution, will also help. The government should also consider maintaining—and making public—a list of state-owned or affiliated companies that have been determined to have stolen intellectual property.

The private sector may also leverage energy as a tool, as technological improvements such as hydraulic fracturing and directional drilling help bolster the U.S. economy, battle the narratives of “American ‘declinism’” domestically and internationally, and take on energy-reliant gray zone challengers. The United States can leverage its energy sector to combat gray zone activity. In carrying out trade negotiations and increasing market access, having the ability to ship liquified natural gas (LNG) provides U.S. trade negotiators with a new means of leverage. With an abundance of oil, organizing an international oil embargo against a country that is energy reliant, such as Russia or Iran, becomes much easier. The United States can potentially assist other countries, such as Ukraine, in accessing untapped shale gas, which makes it less dependent on Russia for supplies. And while the United States will not replace Russia anytime soon as the primary provider to Europe, the United States could be of critical assistance in relieving pressure on allies in times when Russia might seek to use energy coercion as a gray zone tactic.

3. ADVANCE U.S. INFLUENCE

A successful campaign to counter and deter gray zone coercion will be international in scope and require a renewal of the U.S. commitment to international engagement based on law, cooperation, and shared values, alongside investments in a diverse set of offensive and defensive means to support it. These components of the campaign are not just rhetorical devices; they constitute the foundations of U.S. action and leadership and will mobilize global efforts to steer international relations away from the gray zone.

Rule of Law

At the international level, rule of law is built on a system of multilateral institutions forming and reinforcing standards and norms and promoting collaboration to tackle transnational challenges. Gray zone tactics are almost entirely transnational by their nature; they rarely affect just one country and often target the norms and institutions used to regulate international life. Thus, maintaining the rule of law, and international institutions by association, must be a key element of a strategy to defend against and neutralize gray zone threats.

Doing so will require reinforcing norms in some places and creating new norms and adapting institutions in others. The United States must send clear and consistent signals regarding the norms of conduct it expects international actors to adhere to in the context of gray zone tactics. This includes placing a foreign policy priority on establishing norms in largely ungoverned domains like disinformation, cyberspace, and space, and
practicing and enforcing established laws and norms around well-settled questions of territorial sovereignty and air and maritime law.

The information operations, political coercion, and proxy support activities in the gray zone will especially require international mobilization. International standards for governance transparency and accountability should be foremost in this re-examination of norms and institutions and will have implications for internet-based surveillance, press and media freedoms, financial transactions, and—most importantly—the financial relationships governments have with private-sector and non-state actors. International cooperation on “governance gaps in key markets and institutions” that adversaries who use gray zone tools can exploit to undermine democratic states is of critical importance. The United States should avail itself of existing international institutions to broker new arrangements and help form new incentives to bolster transparency and accountability between and within states.

This project will be challenged by the surge in authoritarianism around the world and the domestic challenges facing some of the staunchest democracies. Cooperation on developing new norms and standards for transparency with regimes undertaking authoritarian practices will need to be coupled with incentives for participation. Wherever possible, norm-setting should be done with the adversaries of greatest concern. This creates the greatest legitimacy and thus the highest potential for a resilient and proactive international community when violations occur. Where it is not possible to reach true agreement with potential adversaries, either because they will not participate in negotiations or cannot be trusted to adhere to the established norms, the United States should seek instead to develop multilateral coalitions of the willing that can work with U.S. citizens to credibly deter or respond in times of crisis.

Above all, U.S. approaches to gray zone threats must encourage international standards that update concepts of noncombatant immunity. Holding civilian electrical grids at risk, threatening the safety and privacy of individuals by selling and exploiting personal data, perpetrating intellectual theft, and exacerbating social cleavages with the intention of triggering political violence should all be unacceptable activities under international norms and law. Revisiting the definition of a combatant, in an era when countries increasingly use proxies and “little green men” to conduct gray zone
activities, will also be important. In all cases, the United States must lead the way in drawing ethical, not just operational, lines in the gray zone.

**Healthy and Reliable Alliance System**

The alliance structure that formed the backbone of twentieth century statecraft has been under enormous pressure in the second decade of the twenty-first century. This condition is directly tied to gray zone challenges, as undermining that alliance structure is a major goal of adversaries wielding gray zone tactics. The United States must not fall into the trap of helping adversaries dismantle the positive elements of alliances like NATO. Instead, it should focus on sustaining, strengthening, and adapting them for gray zone threats and other shifts in the international landscape. This will mean both preparing alliances themselves for deterring and responding to gray zone threats and building resilience among allies.

Fighting gray zone challenges requires access and cooperation, and access and cooperation require trust. A major element of America’s ability to sustain international leadership is its commitment to recognizing the interests of others and where U.S. and others’ enduring interests meet. To the extent that Russia and China are the main adversaries using gray zone tactics, traditional alliances in Europe and Asia are as relevant as ever.

In the European context, the revitalization of alliances will take place against a backdrop of long-standing tensions in the area of burden-sharing. As CSIS has argued elsewhere, security contributions happen along a variety of lines of effort, including measures of resilience not typically captured in purely fiscal terms. In Asia, stressors include differences between the United States and its allies in their diplomatic approaches to the region, Japan’s advancing military capability, and Chinese competition for military access. The United States will need to meet these challenges head on, including by adjusting its own expectations about contributions to common alliance activities and capacities.

Above all, allies must develop common appreciation of and approaches to gray zone threats, sharing information about adversary lines of effort and formulating joint priorities and responses. The cyber domain and tools to monitor and operate within it constitute the front line in allied adaptation to gray zone efforts, and interoperability among allies along these lines should be as important as conventional military operations have been in the past. Moreover, public-private cooperation and connections between external security measures and domestic measures will need to become more fluid. The security of the transatlantic financial system should be a major line of effort for NATO. This, in turn, demands new awareness and oversight regimes to maintain democratic accountability and prevent the kind of corrupt exploitation on which adversaries that deploy gray zone tools thrive.

**Multidimensional Power**

Achieving U.S. security interests in the face of gray zone challenges puts a premium on appropriately leveraging a range of foreign policy tools. From military and covert direct action to diplomacy and economic statecraft, a capably employed suite of tools will advantage the United States for both defense and offense. Honed and ready, such tools can be used to deter actors seeking to exploit perceived vulnerabilities or wielded at a time and place of America’s choosing to campaign for advantage.

Multidimensional power is always valuable in international affairs. For competing in the gray zone, it is vital. It enables approaches to conflict and conflict resolution beyond traditional vertical escalation to direct military conflict, a key advantage in a campaign of gray zone tactics. In recent years, the U.S. national security enterprise has relied heavily on demonstrations of conventional military power and economic sanctions to compete in the gray zone. Both are critical instruments for U.S. success, but they are insufficient. A brief review of deterrence theory and its applications to the specific dynamics at play in gray zone campaigning is instructive.

**From military and covert direct action to diplomacy and economic statecraft, a capably employed suite of tools will advantage the United States for both defense and offense.**
Even when it is using offensive means to pursue the three core interests in its National Security Strategy, the basic U.S. approach to international conflict accords with the general tenets of deterrence. The United States can deter by directly denying a rival its objective, including denying the ability to prevent the United States from achieving U.S. objectives (denial) or by punishing an opponent (punishment) until it reverses course, agrees to acceptable terms, or is simply convinced to forego further objectives, whichever may be the U.S. aim. To achieve its objectives through denial or punishment, the United States can seek vertical escalation of a conflict, such as with the employment of conventional or nuclear military power. Since the end of the Cold War, this has been the preferred U.S. form of deterrence, which has contributed to limiting conventional or nuclear actions against it.

As discussed in Chapter 2, U.S. success at deterrence by credible threat of escalation to military conflict has increased incentives for rivals to use gray zone tactics, which are attractive precisely because they make the risk of vertical escalation appear too great.151 This is where the need for more diversity in the U.S. toolkit becomes critical for both offensive and defensive purposes. As China, Russia, and others have demonstrated, it creates the means for credibly threatening or employing horizontal escalation. Horizontal escalation might seek to challenge a rival in the same domain of conflict it has used, move horizontally to another domain, or expand the geographic area of conflict.152 Horizontal escalation is an especially attractive option if one is willing to pursue one’s objectives through deterrence by punishment rather than denial.153

Presumably for these reasons, the 2018 National Defense Strategy hints at a renewed U.S. military emphasis on greater use of horizontal escalation options.154 In light of the growth in gray zone challenges, there is undeniable wisdom in this emphasis. As argued by the Commission on the National Defense Strategy, even as it seeks to outpace advanced capabilities, the U.S. military must itself deepen its dimensionality to campaign below the threshold of war.155 This requires operational concepts that build on military capabilities in space and cyberspace, the information domain, foreign internal defense, and other smaller-scale campaigning techniques in the air, at sea, and on land.

Of course, many credible options will not involve the use of military force at all. At first, they will depend instead on the effective employment of U.S. soft power. Diplomatic and development influence are critical in deterrence as well as offensive campaigning. Economic statecraft—through both inducements and sanctions—could play a major role. As underscored in the first line of effort, priority must be placed on investing in the tools of public diplomacy as well as information operations. Covert action and U.S. gray zone activity will play a critical, albeit supporting, role. In the face of gray zone tactics, the United States will gain advantage by demonstrating the breadth and depth of its power across these areas. In its forthcoming, By Other Means—Part II: Adapting to Compete in the Gray Zone, the CSIS study team will provide specific design recommendations aimed at reducing the most glaring deficiencies in the national security enterprise that impede execution of this campaign plan.

Horizontal escalation is not without risks, including to other pillars of this campaign plan. It requires a tight coupling of operational choices and desired strategic effects to avoid self-defeating approaches. The United States will need to carefully consider how it creates desired effects without triggering unintended consequences, such as weakening political cohesion or finding oneself on the wrong side of a cost-imposing calculus. The ability to synchronize power and integrated strategic and operational lenses will be vital.

**FOLLOW-ON PLANNING FOCUS**

In all, the CSIS study team identified nine priority planning areas within the campaign’s three lines of effort:

1. Protect U.S. electoral processes, its judicial systems, and the legitimacy of its governance model;
2. Invest in national service models, civics education, and media literacy;
3. Strengthen social media regulation, respecting precedent on U.S. citizens’ First Amendment rights;
4. Maintain a healthy U.S. economy and ensure sufficient financial regulation to protect the dollar’s global role;
5. Expand bilateral and regional U.S. free trade agreements
6. Help U.S. businesses defend against cyber and economic coercion and rally their soft power, including through investments in U.S. innovation;
7. Strengthen international norms and their enforcement; develop new norms for constraining and
regulating gray zone competition;
8. Ensure a healthy and reliable system of alliances; and
9. Diversify and grow America’s foreign policy toolkit beyond conventional military power and economic sanctions.

Each requires detailed follow-on planning, with leadership and direction orchestrated by national security leaders in the U.S. government. Downstream efforts would begin with the creation of key milestones for execution, many of which can be derived from the analysis provided in this chapter. Responsible departments or agencies would be assigned, and measures of effectiveness would be established against which progress can be monitored and assessed. Figure II incorporates these priority areas into specific steps the United States could potentially take to counter the gray zone threat. Unfortunately, the CSIS study team assesses that the U.S. government today is unlikely to implement this or any other strategic framework for achieving U.S. aims in the face of gray zone tactics. The report’s concluding chapter reviews the reasons for this assessment. It also sets forth the foundations for *By Other Means: Part II*, which will provide recommendations on U.S. government design changes aimed at making campaign planning for the gray zone a reality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPECTRUM OF U.S. FOREIGN POLICY ACTIVITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>U.S. TOOLKIT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diplomacy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Informational</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Military</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FROM PLAN TO PLANNING
Campaign planning cannot be effective if it is rigid. Elements of the preceding campaign framework are likely to grow stale as the United States and other actors in the gray zone learn and adapt their techniques and adjust related strategies. For instance, should the United States improve its warning systems and agility to respond, it may lessen China’s incentives to pursue quasi-military approaches to territorial expansion in the air and maritime domains. At the same time, other actors will themselves be adapting to U.S. behavior, to lessons learned by others, and to evolving opportunities in methods and means. The possibility also exists for interactive opportunism, or even coordination and collaboration among other states, which may so profoundly challenge the international influence line of effort as to require a wholesale rethinking of how the United States engages the rest of the world.

In its findings on the U.S. approach to gray zone planning (Chapter 2), the CSIS study team identified the lack of a campaign mindset as a major deficiency. The United States must therefore ensure a dynamic and enduring approach to the gray zone. Doing so will require effective continual assessment and feedback and an adjusted action loop. As an Army campaign planning handbook cautions, “The operational design effort never ceases in a dynamic environment.” A campaign mindset is needed to continually reassess the plan’s assumptions and approaches, searching for shifts within and among them that would argue for an altered course. It is here—in moving from plan to planning—that the U.S. government is likely to encounter its greatest challenge. Strategic planning has long posed a serious challenge for the United States national security enterprise, as has been observed in multiple independent assessments. The 9/11 Commission Report found that “throughout the government, nothing has been harder for officials—executive or legislative—than to set priorities, making hard choices in allocating limited resources.” Similarly, CSIS found in its 2005 Beyond Goldwater-Nichols report that differences in institutional culture and language is a hinderance to strategic planning: “When the same words and ideas mean different things to different agencies, coordination and cooperation are difficult at best.” The official 2012 3D Planning Guidebook for coordinating policy between the State Department, the Department of Defense, and the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) found that difficulties arose in part because there was no framework “for interagency communication and collaboration in planning.” Effective adaptation to the contemporary strategic environment demands that the United States stop admiring its planning deficiencies and instead begin to address them. If U.S. adversaries are able to conduct campaigns in the gray zone, surely Washington can rise to the challenge.

CAMPAIGNING: REFORM IMPERATIVES

CSIS’s forthcoming Beyond Other Means: Part II report will provide recommendations for priority adjustments to government organization, policies, authorities, and tools needed to implement the campaign planning framework above and better position it to anticipate and respond to competitors’ gray zone tactics through a virtuous campaign planning cycle. The study team’s analysis to date suggests the following reform imperatives:

**Intelligence**

The United States must do a better job recognizing competitive campaigns from the weak signals of many gray zone tactics. It must not just pace competitors but outpace them. For the intelligence community, this requires deep understanding of foreign leaders’ motives and psychologies, societal and international dynamics, and the technologies underpinning the modern digital era. For the private sector, this means maintaining the inputs necessary for innovation while remaining cognizant of the risks posed by gray zone activity in an interconnected, global economy. For policymakers, this necessitates setting strategic priorities to focus intelligence collection, with iterative feedback mechanisms to adjust focus as gray zone competitors adapt. With more information accessible than ever before, human analysts must be augmented through algorithmic techniques. There are simply not enough humans to analyze the vast amounts of data returned through intelligence collection. Further, while mechanisms to confound and deceive have always existed, new techniques, such as deep fake technology, may not be recognizable to the naked human eye and require machine assistance. Successful employment of secure artificial intelligence and machine learning systems can help analysts in quickly identifying new patterns in data and inferring intent through synthesis with the traditional intelligence disciplines. The interactive effects of various actors’ tactics, especially how they are learning from and perhaps collaborating with one another, is another area for improved warning.
Moreover, the ways that rivals learn from their own uses of gray zone tactics is an important area for U.S. intelligence gathering.

**Strategic Campaigning**

Warning is fruitless in the absence of effective policy. The United States can best improve its gray zone campaigning by systematically building and synchronizing the employment of U.S. power across its many dimensions, including public and private and domestic- and foreign-facing. Moreover, clarifying responsibilities and speeding quality decisionmaking—even a decision for inaction—would provide the United States a critical advantage prior to and during crises. It creates a window for clear assurance and deterrence signaling, a second attribute of effective decisionmaking processes. Clarity of signals can in turn promote dialogue and, in the event of miscalculation, de-escalation dynamics, including by a third party.

**Narrative**

The United States must treat information as a critical domain of statecraft. Such a shift is long overdue. In the Cold War, the United States wrestled with an ideological challenge to the tenets of world order established in the wake of World War II. During the so-called Global War on Terror, U.S. leaders spoke of the “war of ideas” that pitted the ideology of al Qaida against the notion of individual freedom inherent in the U.S. model of democracy. Today, the ties that bind U.S. citizens to each other and the community of nations together are under threat, from autocratic states and transnational movements as well as weaknesses in U.S. societies. Gray zone misinformation and information exploitation tactics are particularly insidious in fraying these ties. A compelling narrative, timely communication, and effective mediums—public and private; governmental and civil society; and for domestic and international audiences—are vital to deterring and responding to gray zone tactics, as well as campaigning effectively in the space between peace and war.

A compelling narrative, timely communication, and effective mediums . . . are vital to deterring and responding to gray zone tactics, as well as campaigning effectively in the space between peace and war.

**Inducements**

U.S. national security investments are heavily weighted toward punitive tools, especially traditional military capabilities and sanctions. These capabilities are important, and improved deterrence and coercion mechanisms are needed. Nevertheless, the United States can advantage itself in gray zone interactions as much from its ability to attract third parties as to directly thwart competitors. The U.S. government must revitalize its tools of suasion. This centers around a revitalized State Department but also includes alliances and efforts to bring the private sector and civil society into accord on U.S. interests and the strategy to defeat gray zone threats to them. Positive tools of economic statecraft will be critical, particularly the ability to attract U.S. business and potential partners overseas with effective development and trade inducements.

**Cyber**

Cyber is a particularly pernicious source of gray zone activity, given the lack of norms, the high number of ac-
tors, and the mix of public and private, domestic and foreign, and national and international elements. Both defensive and offensive in nature, cyber operations move far beyond the speed of human decisionmaking and thus require robust anticipatory repertoires of conduct and attribution. Keeping pace with rapidly-evolving capabilities in the cyber domain must be a central concern for adapting U.S. government authorities, policies, and organizations if the United States is to advance its interests in the presence of gray zone tactics.

CONCLUSION

Improving the U.S. gray zone game may only address a portion of the strategic competition challenge, but it is an important one. Although competition is spanning the spectrum of international interactions, from routine statecraft to nuclear deterrence, it is in the gray zone where the United States has adapted the least, despite ample demonstration by others that they are adapting and in ways that could have lasting strategic effect. Failing to attend to the strategic importance of these tactics imperils U.S. ability to advance its citizens’ safety, security, and prosperity. Using a campaign framework, the CSIS study team has created a foundation for deeper planning along particular threat vectors, whether regionally or functionally derived. The campaign plan design also helps highlight the architecture and ways in which the U.S. government will need to adapt its approach to strategy if it is to succeed.

The campaign planning framework presented above should not be considered a “unified field theory” for strategic competition or even an immutable set of principles and priorities for gray zone action. Nor is the campaign plan a substitute for further in-depth planning related to the use of various tools, such as economic policy and information operations, or against various competitors, be it China or Iran. Rather, its intent is to prioritize and synchronize current U.S. efforts to exploit opportunities in the space between peace and war and minimize risk from gray zone tactics present today and projected in the near-future.
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